
D-LINE  
SAFE-D 
CLIPS
18TH EDITION COMPLIANT  
SUPPORTS. PERFECT USE 
WITH THE PULSA DIRECT  
FASTENING SYSTEM

18th Edition  
Compliant



ELIMINATE DUST
Dust on-site is one of the hot topics for 
the industry.

Pulsa mitigates drilling and practically 
eliminates dust.

WHY 
PULSA?

#INCREASED
EFFICIENCY 

#INCREASED
SAVINGS 

=

#NODUST 

MINIMISE H.A.V
Hand arm vibration is a serious 
health and safety risk. PULSA users 
do not even come close to worrying 
about daily exposure levels.

USER COMFORT

Expertly balanced and  
designed ergonomically,  
minimising wrist strain. 

Lightweight design  
eliminates fatigue; low  
actuation force to  
depress the tool and fire. 

E-lift attachment for  
fastening at height.  
E-lift reduces the  
demand for expensive  
towers and platforms.

3000 SHOTS 
PER CHARGE 

#NODUST 

3000 SHOTS 
PER CHARGE 



WHY  
D-LINE?
HIGHLY RATED
D-Line manufacture innovative cable 
management products designed to 
solve everyday electrical applications 
with simple and reliable solutions.  
SPIT can now offer elements of 
the D-Line Safe-D range that work 
excellently with the Pulsa system for 
the fastest, cleanest install, working  
8 – 12 times faster.

18TH EDITION
The UK’s 18th Edition Wiring 
Regulations confirmed that all UK cable 
installations after 1 January 2019 
must be supported to prevent risk of 
collapse in fire.

SPIT has collaborated with D-Line to 
provide you with a user-friendly and 
versatile solution for securing cable 
installations, in compliance with the  
new regulations.

USE WITH PULSA 800E

Using the SPIT Pulsa 800E with these 
fire-rated clips provides users with the 
quickest & most cost-effective ways  
to secure surface cabling, with  
peace-of-mind assured. 



PULSA
RANGE
PULSA 800E
One of the market leading fast and efficient  
M&E direct fastening systems.

FLAT MAGNETIC PIN 
GUIDE

For use with the Pulsa 800E to hold metal  
18th edition compliant accessories in place.

HC6 FLUSH HEAD PINS
Premium pins, ensuring no plastic residue after 
fixing and with an excellent success rate.

Every box of 500 pins comes with a fuel cell in the 
same box, to simplify purchasing. 

E-LIFT POLE  
TOOL
A safe, fast and comfortable solution  
for working at height with electrical  
cable management.

Code: 018350

HC6-22mm FH 
Code: 057557

PULSA 800E 
FLAT MAGNETIC  
PIN GUIDE

HC6 FLUSH  
HEAD PINS

E-LIFT  
POLE TOOL

Code: 014642

Code: 018820



D-LINE
RANGE

RED U-CLIP  
30

U-CLIP  
40

SAFE-D U-CLIPS
U-Clips are U-shaped cable management clips 
that can be easily folded to safely secure cables.

The combination of the pliable gauge steel & 
rounded corner features, when used with SPIT 
HC6 Flush Head nails, makes Safe-D U-Clips  
the quickest and make it easy to install.

Thumb friendly, easy fold side-tabs

Supplied as U-shape

>1200°C melting point

Fully safety tested clip to satisfy 
requirements of BS5839 pt 1 & BS7671

SAFE-D F-CLIPS
F-Clips are fire-rated flexible cable supports 
that are supplied in flat form, and can be folded 
in seconds to make a variety of shapes to most 
effectively secure cable installations. 

The flat-form is also ideal for the Pulsa 800E 
which can be first-fixed, before sides are 
inwardly folded to effectively wrap around cables 
& easiest to install.

Space efficient and pocket friendly 

Easy folding to required shape, to suit space 
& cable volume

>1200°C melting point

Clip 40 and 50 locking tabs can be  
return-folded for extra security

PRODUCT CODE QTY

U-CLIP 30 923645 100

RED U-CLIP 30 923646 100

U-CLIP 40 923647 50

U-CLIP 50 923648 50

U-CLIP  
30

PRODUCT CODE QTY

F-CLIP 30 923642 100

F-CLIP 40 923643 100

F-CLIP 50 923644 50

U-CLIP  
50

F-CLIP  
40

F-CLIP  
30

F-CLIP  
50



SAFE-D F-CLIPS

These pocket friendly clips are perfect for large 
volumes of cabling and allow the user to fold into a 
large variety of shapes. 

SAFE-D U-CLIPS
Thumb friendly, folding tabs allow for quick 
installation and are popular for ceiling voids or 
PVC trunkings

HC6 FH 17MM OR 22MM
17mm and 22m Flush Head pins ensure the 
cleanest fixing, with the collation deliberately 
breaking away once fixed.

Selection is dependent on the hardness of the 
concrete - start with a 22mm and if necessary, in 
very tough concrete, reduce pin length to 17mm.

Easily recognisable, the Flush Head pins have a 
white collation, in contrast to other pin options

SAFE-D CLIP SELECTION

PIN SELECTION

HC6 
FLUSH HEAD

INSTALLATION
SHAPES YOU CAN FORM

SAFE-D F-CLIPS



SAFE-D U-CLIPS

POSTION U-CLIP 
Position U-Clip onto Pulsa 800E mag nose.

FIRE U-CLIP
Shot fire onto substrate.

SECURE CLIP
Make sure clip is secure and fold tabs 
once cables are inserted.

SAFE-D F-CLIPS

POSTION F-CLIP 
Position F-Clip onto Pulsa 800E mag nose.

FIRE U-CLIP
Shot fire onto substrate.

SECURE CLIP
Make sure clip is secure and easily fold clip 
to desired shape once cables are inserted.

STEPS 1-2-3
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D-LINE
enquiries@d-line-it.com 
Tel: +44(0)191 236 0960 
www.d-line-it.com 

ITW
Technical helpline available 
9 - 5 Monday to Friday 
Tel: +44(0)141 342 1660

www.itwcp.co.uk 4
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